Agile
Transformation &
Coaching
“Learn from yesterday, live for today,
hope for tomorrow. The important thing is
not to stop questioning.”
– Albert Einstein

Financial Services
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Commercial Banking

Financial Services

• Implemented a “2 in the
Box/1 in the Box”
coaching strategy that
paired Coaches with
Scrum Masters and
Product Owners through
two full sprints for
multiple projects
• Utilized Immersive
Training involving a
three-day process
improvement approach
using real projects and
deliverables

Outcome

• Groomed backlog
and defined processes,
roles, and
responsibilities

Information Management

Financial Technology

• Implemented full Agile
framework that engaged
all lines of business
• Led project recovery
efforts when it was
determined existing
Product Portfolio did not
meet market demand
• Created Dev/Ops
environment and
Product Organization
• Utilized two-day
Immersive Training
leveraging real project
data

Outcome

• Customer-centric product
development across all
lines of business
• Increased QA requirements

Keyot builds transformative programs
for Agile adoption
Embracing Agile can be a very daunting task. It
doesn’t happen overnight and if done too hastily, it
can be counter-productive and full of risk. Agile
practices are best learned through experience and
not something that you can easily apply after reading
a book or article.
We work with some of the best and most soughtafter Agile Coaches and project leaders around the
country to create an Agile framework that best fits
the needs of our clients. No two organizations are
alike, so we take the time to learn our clients’
current business practices, processes, and culture to
come up with a plan that leverages the experienced
technology and business teams already in place.
We have used many different training and coaching
techniques to best take advantage of the different
competencies and structures of the organizations
that we partner with. In all cases, we promote an
Agile framework that is easy to learn, adopt, and
continuously implement – even after our Coaches
have left.
To learn more, visit our website www.keyot.com or
email info@keyot.com.

